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Abstract In this report, we search to establish the neural basis of memory based on cited reports and previously published works. ***
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0.1



Introduction



Learning is the process by which we acquire knowledge about the world, while memory is the process by which that knowledge is encoded, stored and later retrieved. In other words, memory is the retention of, and ability to recall, information, personal experiences, and procedures (skills and habits). Neurobiologically, to qualify as a “memory”, an input must both “cause enduring changes in the nervous system, and be affected by emotional and motivational ’sets’ ”. What is meant in that description is that a memory has to have some root in the brain, must induce some change so that the nervous system undergoes some physical change in addition to the ontological 1 change brought about by being in the class of things affected by the input, and must, in turn, affect other forms of behavior. To put it simply memory is the retention of learning. Though experience will suggest that this retention is not permanent.In this sense memory is “a relatively long lasting change in internal representations due to experience”. The three most noticeable features of memory are: • Storage - Where? How? • Encoding - How? • Retrieval - How? In the 1890’s following his pioneering work in brain anatomy Ramon Cajal suggested that structural changes in the brain might underlie learning and memory. In 1897 Charles Sherrington named the “synapse” and suggested that it was a likely candidate for a structure related to learning and memory. In 1949 Canadian neuroscientist Donald Hebb argued that memory was held in “cell assemblies” distributed throughout the brain.



0.1.1



Organization of the report



In the report we endeavour to answer following questions: • Are memories localized or distributed? • How does the transmission of signal take place in neurons? 1



Ontology:The metaphysical study of the nature of being and existence



1



• How does the memory formation take place? • What are the various biological processes involved in memory formation? • What is the neural basis of memory? • How do all the informations encoded in the brain get unified during retrieval giving a coherent view of the world?



0.2 0.2.1



Memory and Neurons The connection



There are good reasons for believing that different mechanisms in the brain are used for short- and long-term memory storage. Short-term memory can be disrupted by something which interrupts brain function: a blow on the head, an epileptic seizure, or a brief interruption of the brain’s blood supply. Immediately after recovery, the person may have trouble remembering what happened for the minutes (or hours, sometimes even days) prior to the brain disruption. The brain is generally assumed to be the seat of all cognitive functions, so its natural to expect that memory formation and other processes are also the brain’s domain. Evidences for this connection are: • Brain Lesions • Deficit Patients • LTP and LTD ( Long Term Potentiation/Depression ) However many questions arise. For example, although it is known that most form of memory loss are caused by some type of brain injury - particularly to the hippocampus. However is it right to attribute this loss of memory to the damage of the neuronal structure? Is it not possible that loss of memory is really not a loss of memory but a failure of recall specific processes. Leading researchers in this field believe that the quest for understanding memory is deeply related to the the quest for understanding the neurons - the basic unit of the brain. Endel Tulving, considered by some to be the world’s foremost authority on cognitive theories of memory, states: 2



As a scientist I am compelled to the conclusion-not postulation, not assumption, but conclusion- that there must exist certain physical-chemical changes in the nervous tissue that correspond to the storage of information, or to the engram, changes that constitute the necessary conditions of remembering (Tulving, cited in Gazzaniga,1997, p. 97).



0.2.2



Local vs. Distributed



Karl Lashley(1890-1959) was an American behaviourist who sought out to find a single biological locus of memory (engram 1 ). However his failure to locate such a locus led him to believe that memories were not localized to one part of the brain but were widely distributed throughout the cortex. One can ask this question at two different levels. At the macro level: Is memory stored within one or two specific compartments or distributed across many structures? At the micro level: Is memory stored within a few specific neurons or within a clustered clump of neurons, or is it distributed across a diffuse network? From an engineering standpoint the idea that memories are distributed makes good sense.Distributed memories make for robust memories and this idea finds mathematical support in the form of what are known as the “connectionist” model. PET scans reveal that during memory recall there is a pattern of brain activity in many widely different parts of the brain. Also there is no doubt about the fact that the brain is functionally segregated, as has been made evident by case studies of deficit patients and animal studies. So every time one recalls a memory, it has to be reconstructed, in some sense, from the associated bits and parts distributed throughout the cortices. While this may seem inefficient and even counter-intuitive, the process by which we encode experience and later recall it really makes a lot of sense. Our experiences are disassembled into parts and stored in specialized networks of cells. The same brain cells can be used many times to recall similar lines or colors or smells. For example, the cells in the visual cortex that allow us to perceive the color red can be used to see a red rose, a red heart, the red in a sunset, or a red tie. The same is true in the auditory cortex and other sensory areas as well. In a sense, many parts of the brain each contribute something different to the memory of a single event. Our knowledge is built on bits and pieces of many aspects of a given thing-its 1



memory trace
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shape, color, taste, or movement. But these aspects are not laid down in a single place; there is no memory center in the brain that represents an entire event at a single location.



0.2.3



Encoding



A relevant question to ask at this stage is how are the memories stored, in other words what is it that encodes the memory. It is well known that the neurons transmit signals in the form of pulse trains. Now how do neurons differentiate a stimuli from skin from that of one coming from eye or ear. How do these seemingly same pulse train convey different kind of information. We discuss these issues later in this report.



0.2.4



Retrieval



Memory lends itself to study through its retrieval whether it is evaluated by the behavior of a mouse in a swimming pool, a verbal report from a human subject, or inferred from an electrophysiological event. As William James so aptly pointed out, ”the only proof of there being retention is that recall actually takes place.” (1892). Although some memory retrieval is likely to occur spontaneously as a result of random fluctuations of patterns of neuronal activity, retrieval is usually brought about as a result of integration of incoming environmental information with the ”memory network” driven by that information (Tulving and Thomson 1973) [2]. Most recall processes are cued recalls. In day-to-day life, recall of associative memory almost always occurs under the constraints of limited cues. For instance, recalling the rich content of interesting conversations with someone can be triggered by the mere subsequent sighting of that person. In the past, a study of the mechanism underlying this fundamental feature of memory recall, referred to as “pattern completion,” has been limited to computational modeling. But recent studies at MIT labs by Tonegawa’s group has identified a gene that is involved in memory retrieval. In their study the genetically altered mice haf no trouble forming a long-term memory of a specific place, but they couldnot retrieve the information with a limited number of cues [3]. 4



0.3



Neuron



The human brain has roughly 100 billion neurons that communicate with one another through synaptic connections.There are 200 different kinds of neurons. Each neuron is capable of making 5000-10000 synapses its targets, leading to 50-100 trillion connections in the brain. Neurons fire in milliseconds. The connections between neurons give rise to functional neural networks that provide the cellular substrate for higher cognitive functions such as learning, memory and, ultimately, consciousness. How these complex connections are established during the early phases of nervous system development remains largely unknown.



0.3.1



Neuron Structure



The current view is that memory involves “a persistent change in the relationship between neurons, either through structural modification or through biochemical events within neurons that change the way in which neighbouring neurons communicate” (Ramon Y. Cajal, 1894). Memory can thus be seen as a specific form of a more general biological process known as neural plasticity. Plasticity refers to the idea that a neuron can change(either structurally or biochemically, hence functionally) as a result of experience, in a way that is relatively long lasting. Synaptic plasticity is the changes occuring at and around the synapse. Figure 1 shows a simplified drawing of the major parts of the prototypical neuron. Neurons vary in shape and size but their basic function is well understood [4]. There is a difference in electrical charge between the inside and the outside of the cell body caused by the presence, in different amounts, of (1) sodium, potassium, or calcium for a positive charge and (2) chloride for negative charge. The cell membrane is semi-permeable. At rest, there are more negative ions inside the cell, and more positive ions outside the cell. Thus, relative to the outside, the cell is negatively charged. When a neuron is stimulated, the neuronal membrane becomes more permeable to positive ions. These postive ions rush into the cell, creating an action potential. Such an action potential is shown in Figure 2. This voltage change is the message sent down the axon. A neural impulse is simply an electric current that flows along an axon as a result of an action potential. If the axon is insulated with a myelin sheath, the signal can travel faster. 5



Figure 1: A Neuron



Figure 2: An action potential



0.3.2



Signal Transmission in Neurons



Neural firing works on all-or-none principle. It is a binary signal found in nature. Neurons typically convey information strength not by increasing the voltage change sent down the axon but by changing the frequency of firing. The interface between the end of the axon of one neuron and the dendrites of another is called the synapse. There are two main types of synapses: 6



chemical and electrical. In electrical synapses, the neurons are in electrical contact with one another and no intermediate chemicals are needed. The process of signal transduction in chemical synapses is carried out by neurotransmitters. A neurotransmitter is a type of molecule that carries signals between neurons at synapses in the nervous system, they are stored in small sacs called synaptic vesicles clustered at the tip of the Axon (terminal buttons). An incoming Action Potential opens up Ca2+ channels in the plasma membrane. The influx of Ca2+ ions triggers the exocytosis of some vesicles. The neurotransmitters are released by rapid exocytosis upon the arrival of a nerve impulse.Although exocytosis occurs in many cell types, neurons use a specialized form in which calcium causes a chain of events that culminates in fusion of the vesicles. (Figure 3). It is more accurate to state that the temporal summation of impulses arriving at each Neuron, determine whether or not it transmitts a message, that Stimulates, Inhibits, or modulates the next Neuron. For signal transmission a chemical reaction is induced that releases neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. These neurotransmitter molecules diffuse across the synapse ( from the presynaptic membrane to the postsynaptic membrane) and reach the dendrites of the post-synaptic neuron, attaching themselves to specific receptor proteins on the dendrites of the post-synaptic neuron. If the temporal summation of such action potentials arriving at the post-synaptic neuron exceeds the threshold ,a postsynaptic potential (PSP) is generated; which can be one of two kinds. An Excitatory PSP (EPSP) increases the likelihood that the receiving neuron will open the ion channels and begin the process for an action potential; an Inhibitory PSP (IPSP) causes the voltage to remain or become even more negative, thus decreasing the likelihood of an action potential. GABA and glycine are well known inhibitory neurotransmitters .Acetylcholine is an excitory neurotranmitter at neuromusculur junctions but may be excitory or inhibitory in the CNS or PNS. Once in the synapse the neurotransmitters are active for a very short time, between 0.5 and 1 milliseconds. When a neuron is depolarized, the membrane becomes more permeable to Na+ ions and is closer to firing. When a neuron is hyperpolarized the membrane becomes impermeable to Na+ and will not fire. Neuron Messaging In excitory cholinergic synapses, perhaps the most common type, the arrival of a presynaptic nerve impulse stimulates the release of up to 105 molecules 7



of acetylcholine (C7H16NO2, MW = 146 daltons) from synaptic vesicles into the synaptic cleft in 1 millisec, producing a local concentration of 3 x 10-4 molecules/nm3 ( 0.0005 M).531 The acetylcholine molecules diffuse across the cleft to the postsynaptic membrane, where they bind to specific receptor proteins , opening ion channels within 0.1 millisec313 and partially depolarizing the cell, increasing local Na+ permeability. When depolarization reaches 15% of full voltage range (e.g., from 60 mV down to about 40 mV), voltage-activated sodium channels open, making the membrane highly permeable to Na+ ions. These ions rapidly flow into the cell and initiate the 100 nanoamp799 action potential spike. These channels close spontaneously after a short interval to reduce permeability, thus allowing the membrane voltage to be restored to its normal resting potential . Excitory neurotransmitters make it easier for the cell to allow positive ions in, and therefore decrease the threshold, or the smallest stimulation that will cause the cell to generate an impulse. Inhibitory neurotransmitter, on the other hand, make the neuron’s membrane more permeable to negative ions, and increase the threshold. The cell ceases to fire once there is no charge difference across the membrane, once the original pre-synaptic cell absorbs the neurotransmitter, once enzymes degrade the neurotransmitter, or once the amount of neurotransmitter diffuses down to almost nothing. Once the cell has fired, there is a certain period of time that exists before that cell can again generate an action potential. This time period is known as the refractory period . During this time, the charge inside the cell is nearly equal to the charge outside the cell, and it requires a great deal of stimulus to make this cell fire again. It is for this reason that many stimuli seem to fade if we are subjected to them several times within a reasonably short period.



0.3.3



Hebb’s Hypothesis and formation of associative learning∗



It was already known in 1949 that long-term memory – the basis of associative learning – is centered in the forebrain, and deep within the base of the brain in a region called the hippocampus. Donald Hebb proposed that when a receptor in the forebrain or hippocampus is hit by a glutamine neurotransmitter, not only is the signal received and passed along, but an acknowledgment ∗



http://www.txtwriter.com/Onscience/Articles/smartermice.html
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Figure 3: A synapse is sent back, like a receipt to the nerve cell that threw the neurotransmitter. This receipt strengthens the connection between the two nerve cells, making future communication easier. ANY nerve cell junction in the neighborhood that happened to be firing out neurotransmitters at just that time gets strengthened – even ones that had nothing to do with the original message. Thus nerve cells that fire at the same time tend to establish firm junctions with one another, while nerve cells that fire out-of-synch don’t. This process of linking together nerves that fire at the same time is called ”association.” When the nerve signals representing the sound of your mother’s voice pass through the hippocampus at the same time as the nerve signals representing the image of her face. You ”learn” to associate the sound with the image. Hebb proposed that links between nerve cells are stabilized by simultaneous activity, leading to associative learning. The sort of receptor Hebb proposed as the basis of memory has two jobs to do: not only must it link up nerve cells that tend to fire at the same time, it must also forge stronger links for stronger signals. This means it must be able to detect when other pebbles are impacting nearby. There is one special kind of glutamine receptor on the cells of hippocampus and forebrain, called an NMDA (N-Metheyl-D-Aspartate) receptor, which has the unusual property that it requires TWO different kinds of inputs before it will open its channel. Not only must it get hit by a glutamine neurotransmitter, but at the same time it must be perturbed by a localized electrical disturbance (that is, another neurotransmitter must have 9



hit nearby). When an NMDA receptor does open up, it lets in not only sodium ions like the other glutamine receptors, but also calcium ions. These calcium ions, when they pour into the nerve cell that has been hit by the neurotransmitter, initiates a whole series of changes. A variety of these changes strengthen the nerve cell’s connection to the neuron throwing neurotransmitter. Importantly among them is the broadcast back to the neurotransmitter thrower of the ”receipt” signal. It is this return signal that Hebb suggested is responsible for forging associations with other nerve signal paths firing at the same time. Stronger signals form stronger links: the more times NMDA receptors are fired, the more calcium gets in and the stronger the broadcast that forms associations. Dr. Joe Tsien focussed on these NMDA receptors to verify Hebb’s hypothesis. The NMDA receptor is built of a variety of protein subunits. One version, called NR2B, is common among the NMDA receptors of young people and lets in a lot of calcium ions. A second version, which tends to replace NR2B as we grow older, is called NR2A and lets in far less calcium. If Hebb is right, then NR2B-rich NMDA receptors should be much better at establishing nerve cell connections – and at promoting learning! To test this, Tsien and his coworkers created special strains of mice that had extra copies of the gene encoding the NR2B subunit. When his research team isolated and examined nerve cells from the forebrain and hippocampus of their NR2B-enriched mice, they found that the NMDA receptors were in deed admitting elevated amounts of calcium. Moreover, they found that these NR2B-enriched mice performed better than the normal mice in all learning tasks. Hebb was also right in a more fundamental way – learning is the result of molecular interactions that take place between nerve cells in the brain. We look at the long-term memory formation in more detail later in this report.



0.4 0.4.1



Genetic Study of Memory Storage∗ Introduction



The ability to remember is perhaps the most significant and distinctive feature of our cognitive life. We are who we are in large part because of what ∗



http://www.med.ege.edu.tr/ norolbil/2001/NBD14301.html
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we have learned and what we remember. Of the various, higher cognitive abilities that human beings possess, such as reasoning and language, memory is the only one that can be studied effectively in simple experimental organisms that are accessible to genetic manipulation, such as snails, flies and mice. In these organisms, the effectiveness of genetic approaches in the study of memory has improved significantly in the past five years [5]. A lot of work carried out by researchers like Eric. R. Kandel [6], Susumu Tonegawa [7] etc. have provided us the understanding about how memories do form and what biochemical reactions are involved. Below we review these advances. Before turning to genetic study of memory, it will be useful to revisit two preliminary question: 1. Is memory a distinct property of mind? Can memory be studied independent of other higher cognitive functions? Or do most manipulations of the brain that interfere with memory also produce a general cognitive decline by producing deficits in motivation, perception, or voluntary movement? 2. If memory can be isolated and studied as an independent process, is there any reason to think that there will be genes that are specifically devoted to memory? The answer to the first question was first addressed in the 1950s in studies of human amnesic patients beginning with the now famous patient H.M. Following surgical removal of portions of his medial temporal lobes on both sides including a structure called the hippocampus, H.M. developed a severe memory deficit. What is striking about this case and typical of memory loss due to large bilateral lesions of the medial temporal lobe is not only the severity of the amnesia but also the preservation of other cognitive function. In addition, remote memories, such as those from childhood, were intact. More recent anatomical studies of both H.M., and other human patients with amnestic syndromes, as well as studies of animal models suggest that the memory deficits in H.M. most likely arise from damage to the hippocampus and immediately surrounding cortical structures of the medial temporal lobe. Thus, it seems that, at least from an anatomical point of view, the answer to the first question is that memory is indeed a distinctive cognitive function that can be studied independent of other higher cognitive abilities. 11



The answer to the second question – whether there are specific genes devoted to memory storage is less clear. Most of the genes so far identified as affecting memory are involved in signal transduction pathways that are recruited for purposes unrelated to memory in other cell types. However, given that memory is stored in certain specific structures in the brain, it is likely that some isoforms exist that affect these structures selectively either developmentally or for mature cellular function. In addition, conditional genetic approaches allow one to target genetic modification selectively to structures specifically involved in memory, such as the hippocampus, allowing the molecular mechanisms of memory to be examined independent of other brain functions.



0.4.2



Classical genetic research: Memory in Invertebrates



During last three decades, many experiments were performed on invertebrates like drosophila, aplysia to understand the memory at molecular level. Some of these experiments and their findings are enumerated below: 1970s, Seymour Benzer’s group: They carried out genetic screening to identify mutant varieties of drosophila that affect learning and memory. They used odor-shock conditioning task to distinguish between normal and mutant flies. They identified four kinds of mutants (dunce, rutabaga, amnesiac and linotte) which could not learn the conditioning task. Later they found that three out of four had affected molecules involved in cAMP signalling. Fourth one produced a new kind of gene. This showed that cAMP is some way involved in memory formation. 1970s, Kandel’s group: In aplysia, learning in the gill-withdrawal reflex involves at least 3 different groups of neurons. A noxious stimulus such as an electric shock to the tail activates neurons that release serotonin (5-HT) and synapse onto sensory neurons, the sensory neurons detect tactile stimuli and synapse onto motor neurons that control gill- and siphon withdrawal. The sensory-motor synapse can undergo 3 different stages of facilitation depending on the number of behavioral training trials or the number of 5-HT exposures it receives (Figure 4). 1. A single pulse of 5-HT activates only pathway 1 (pathway ’a’) leading to phosphorylation of a K+ channel and a facilitation of 12



Figure 4: Molecular Signaling for Short- and Long- Term Synaptic Facilitation in Aplysia



transmission that lasts only minutes. 2. Multiple pulses of 5-HT activate pathways 2 and 3 in which the cAMP dependent protein kinase (PKA) translocates to the nucleus and activates transcription via the CREB pathway. The 5-HT induced expression of ubiquitin hydrolase stabilizes the facilitation for 12-24 hours by producing a persistently active PKA through proteolysis (pathway ’b’). 3. Finally, in pathway 3, the CREB induced expression of the transcription factor C/EBP activates a program of gene expression that ultimately leads to the production of new synapses and a prolonged stabilization of the synaptic facilitation. Pramod Das, Yin and Tully, 1990: One interesting insight into the possible mechanistic differences between short- and long-term memory is the observation that long-term memory is blocked by the administration of protein synthesis inhibitors during the learning trials while short-term memory is resistant to protein synthesis inhibition. This suggests that new genes may be expressed during learning that are required to establish long-term memories. What are these genes and how are they turned on? Studies in Drosophila and Aplysia suggest 13



that the cAMP responsive transcription factor CREB is critically involved in the conversion of short-term to long-term memory and CREB related transcription is necessary for the formation of long-term memories and the memories may be encoded in the pattern of strengthening of synaptic connections between neurons. Yin and Tully, 1990: Is CREB transcriptional activation the ratelimiting step in the conversion of short-term to long-term memory? The experimental result suggests that the effect of multiple training sessions is to activate CREB based transcription and that expression of the dCREB2 transgene can overcome this requirement. Moreover, it implies that CREB activation is the rate limiting switch for conversion of short-term to long-term memory. The results in Aplysia suggest that the CREB switch functions at the level of the individual synapse to convert a short-lasting increase in synaptic strength produced by covalent modifications of existing proteins to one that is longlasting and produced by the synthesis of new proteins. Thus, the work from invertebrates implies that the cAMP signaling pathway can be used to change the strength of synaptic connections between neurons and that this alteration in connectivity is necessary to form memories. Moreover, the results suggest that a CREB mediated induction of transcription is necessary to produce the long-lasting changes in synaptic strength required for the long-term storage of memories.



0.4.3



Long Term Potentiation∗



Long-term potentiation (LTP) is a process in which synapses are strengthened. It has been the subject of much research, because of its likely role in several types of memory. In LTP, after intense stimulation of the presynaptic neuron, the amplitude of the post-synaptic neurons response increases. The stimulus applied is generally of short duration (less than 1 second) but high frequency (over 100 Hz). In the postsynaptic neuron, this stimulus causes sufficient depolarization to evacuate the magnesium ions that are blocking the NMDA receptor, thus allowing large numbers of calcium ions to enter the dendrite. Various processes involved in LTP are shown in the figure 5. ∗



http://www.thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/index a.html
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Figure 5: Bio-Chemical reactions at a synapse during LTP



These calcium ions are extremely important intracellular messengers that activate many enzymes by altering their conformation. One of these enzymes is calmoduline, which becomes active when four calcium ions bind to it. It then becomes Ca2+/calmodulin, the main second messenger for LTP. Ca2+/calmodulin then in turn activates other enzymes that play key roles in this process, such as adenylate cyclase and Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaM kinase II). These enzymes in turn modify the spatial conformation of other molecules, usually by adding a phosphate ion to them. This common catalytic process is called phosphorylation. Thus, the activated adenylate cyclase manufactures cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), which in turn catalyzes the activity of another protein, kinase A (or PKA). In other words, there is a typical cascade of biochemical 15



reactions which can have many different effects. For example, PKA phosphorylates the AMPA receptors, allowing them to remain open longer after glutamate binds to them. As a result, the postsynaptic neuron becomes further depolarized, thus contributing to LTP. Other experiments have shown that CREB protein is another target of PKA. CREB plays a major role in gene transcription, and its activation leads to the creation of new AMPA receptors that can increase synaptic efficiency still further. The other enzyme activated by Ca2+/calmodulin, CaM kinase II, has a property that is decisive for the persistence of LTP: it can phosphorylate itself! Its enzymatic activity continues long after the calcium has been evacuated from the cell and the Ca2+/calmodulin has been deactivated. CaM kinase II can then in turn phosphorylate the AMPA receptors and probably other proteins such as MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinases), which are involved in the building of dendrites, or the NMDA receptors themselves, whose calcium conductance would be increased by this phosphorylation. LTP involves at least two phases: establishment (or induction), which lasts about an hour, and maintenance (or expression), which may persist for several days. The first phase can be experimentally induced by a single, highfrequency stimulation. It involves the activity of various enzymes (kinases) that persist after the calcium is eliminated, but no protein synthesis. To trigger the maintenance phase, however, a series of high-frequency stimuli must be applied. Unlike the establishment phase of LTP, the maintenance phase requires the synthesis of new proteins, for example, the ones that form the receptors and the ones that contribute to the growth of new synapses (another phenomenon that occurs during the maintenance phase).



0.5



Information encoding in Neural Systems∗



Here we address some of the fundamental questions related to information encoding. ∗



http://www.cs.stir.ac.uk/courses/31YF/Notes/Notes NC.html
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0.5.1



Receptive Fields



• A neuron respond to a specific set of input patterns, known as its receptive field. For example, retinal ganglion cells respond to spots of light in particular places of the visual field, simple cells in area V1 of the visual cortex respond to bars of light of particular orientation in particular places of the visual field while complex cells in V1 respond to oriented bars moving in particular directions • High-level receptive fields : grandmother cell hypothesis suggests that the highest-level receptive fields are quite specific i.e. a neuron that only responds to your grandmother [8]. But do we have cells that respond to your grandmother from the front, from the back, sitting, walking etc? There is evidence for neurons that only respond to faces, and even faces with particular expressions. – We do not have enough neurons to code for every feature of every visual scene we encounter in our lives, so neurons must code for some level of general features – individual neurons may die during our lifetimes, so there must be multiple neurons coding for similar features for robustness.



0.5.2



Single Neuron Codes



• Output of a neuron is a sequence of action potentials (APs). The temporal pattern of action potential firing can be very different between neuronal types and for different states of the same neuron as shown in figure 6. • How might information be encoded by APs? – binary: either action potential is fired or silent as shown in figure 7. – rate encoding: average firing frequency over some time period. For example, muscle afferents encode muscle length and rate of change in length by firing rate. similarily, muscle force is generated as a function of motoneuron firing rate. 17



Figure 6: Action Potential temporal firing patterns



(a) Binary Neural Signal



(b) Interspike Interval



Figure 7: Information encoding in Neurons
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Figure 8: Population Neuronal Codes



– Interspike interval codes: temporal sequence of exact spike times. For instance, H1 neuron of fly visual system encodes angular velocity of object in visual field by interspike intervals. – Dynamic range: The number of states of a neuron at a given time is very large. For instance, lets consider that a neuron fires at a rate of 200 spikes per second and so the number of different neuronal states that can be distinguished in a period of 100ms is 20. If the code is a binary vector derived by identifying if a spike was fired in each of 20 5msec time bins, then there are 220 possible states. The reaction time for visual object recognition is about 150ms and thus the time available for distinguishing the state of a single neuron is very short. Felix Creutzig [9] provides mathematical analysis of these encoding schemes.
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Population neuronal codes



The Output of a network is a pattern of activity across the population of neurons and the information may be encoded in three different ways [8]: • local coding: each neuron represents a specific feature that the system distinguishes • scalar coding: firing rate of each neuron encodes a feature - redundancy and improved signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved by several neurons coding the same features (see figure 8) • vector coding: feature encoded in the firing rates of a subpopulation of neurons that have overlapping tuning curves in the feature space
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(a) Synchronous firing



(b) Coincidence Detection



Figure 9: Temporal Binding
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Temporal Binding



• A single object in the real world may be encoded in the synchronous firing of neurons that code for each separate feature of the object • In this way multiple objects can be represented simultaneously and distinguished by the neurons representing one object firing out of phase with the neurons representing another object (see figure 9a) • Coincidence detection by a downstream neuron results in that neuron responding to higher level features e.g. red spheres (see figure 9b)
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Synchronization and oscillations



• There is evidence for an increase in synchrony between cortical neurons responding to a stimulus, without necessarily any change in their average firing rates – such synchrony is seen in nearby neurons, between neurons in different cortical areas and even across hemispheres – an example is in the auditory system, where in response to a sound stimulus, neurons do not change their average firing rate, but they 20



do fire more in synchrony with each other - this synchrony may be detected by downstream neurons, thus recognising the presence of the sound • Synchrony may coincide with, but does not depend on, oscillations in neural activity – oscillations in the gamma frequency range (20-70Hz) are seen in many cortical and subcortical regions – many other oscillation frequencies are seen in different areas and in different circumstances – theta frequency (7-12Hz) oscillations in the hippocampus are associated with exploratory behaviour in rats – such oscillations may simply be epiphenomena resulting from circuit dynamics – however, they can also act as clock signals ∗ information about spatial location is contained in the firing rates of cells in the hippocampus (place cells) ∗ BUT more spatial information is contained in the phase of place cell firing relative to the theta rhythm.
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Information encoding in spikes and bursts



At about the same time, Adam Kepecs and John Lisman [10] found that information is encoded not only in spike trains but also in bursts. The intrinsic intrinsic membrane conductances, which are responsible for generation of spikes (action potential), can enable neurons to generate different spike patterns including brief, high-frequency bursts that are commonly observed in a variety of brain regions. They examined how the membrane conductances that generate bursts affect neural computation and encoding. They simulated a bursting neuron model driven by random current input signal and superposed noise. They considered two issues: the timing reliability of different spike patterns and the computation performed by the neuron. Statistical analysis of the simulated spike trains shows that the timing of bursts is much more precise than the timing of single spikes. Furthermore, the number of spikes per burst is highly robust to noise. 21



They also considered the computation performed by the neuron: how different features of the input current are mapped into specific output spike patterns. Dimensional reduction and statistical classification techniques were used to determine the stimulus features triggering different firing patterns. They found that the spikes, and bursts of different durations, code for different stimulus features, which can be quantified without a priori assumptions about those features. Based on these findings authors propose that the biophysical mechanisms of spike generation enables individual neurons to encode different stimulus features into distinct spike patterns. The nervous system represents sensory information as a pattern of action potentials (”spikes”) emitted by populations of neurons [11]. The population that is active during the presentation of even the simplest stimuli can be rather large, and the firing of these neurons is often highly correlated: For example, neighboring cortical cells tend to fire together more than expected by chance. The presence of such widespread correlated activity opens up the possibility that the basic element of the code used by neuronal populations to transmit information is some complex correlated spike pattern rather than the timing of individual spikes. The term correlated firing means that there are intrinsic temporal relationships between the spikes emitted by the population. Cross-cell correlations have also been reported: For example, neighboring neurons tend to fire together more often than expected by chance. Although, these correlations are used to increase the information content of the encoded signals, they are not required for highly accurate decoding of neuronal population code.
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Unified Cognition Synchronization



How does the brain orchestrate the symphony of emotions, perceptions, thoughts and actions that come together effortlessly from neural processes that are distributed across the brain? What are the neural mechanisms that select and coordinate this distributed brain activity to produce a flow of adapted and unifed cognitive moments? [12] Neurons in the cerebral cortex maintain thousands of input and output connections with other neurons, forming a dense network of connectivity 22



spanning the entire cortical section. Brain networks are not random but form highly specific patterns. By 1950, it was well established that different sensory modalities are mediated by different sensory systems and that different actions recruit distinct components of the mottor system. But it is still unclear whether this specificity of neural action is applied to higher cognitive functions. It has also become clear that complex mental functions require integration of information from several cortical areas. This inturn has raised the question: How is this parallel and distributed processing of cognitive information brought together? In which cortical areas this integration occur? and how is this integration brought about? A prescient answer to these queations was provided in 1870’s by John Hughlings Jackson [13]. He proposed that the cortex is organized hierarchically and that some cortical areas serve higher-order integrative functions that are neither purely sensory nor purely motor, but associative. These higher-order areas are called association areas. Now the question comes how the association cortices achieve their integrative action? The association areas are capable of mediating complex cognitive processes because they receive information from different higher-order sensory areas and convey the information to higher order motor areas that organize planned actions after appropriate processing and transformation. Progress in neurobiology has forced us to accept that no part of the nervous system functions alone, but does it in concert with other parts. It is unlikely therefore, that neural basis of any cognitive function - thought, memory, perception and language - will be understood by focusing on one region of the brain without considering the relationship of that region with that of others. It has been stated that, any cognitive or higher information processing task is invariably associated with the activation and cooperation of immense numbers of neuronal assemblies widely distributed over the cerbral cortex.
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Segregation and Integration



Networks of the cerebral cortex exhibit two main principles of structural and functional organization, segregation and integration. Anatomical and functional segregation refers to the existence of specialized neurons and brain areas, often organized into distinct neuronal populations or cortical areas. These specialized and segregated sets of neurons selectively respond to spe23



cific input features (such as orientation, spatial frequency) or conjunctions of features (such as faces). They reside in cortical areas that process separate feature dimensions or sensory modalities. But segregated and specialized neuronal units do not operate in isolation. There is abundant evidence that coherent perceptual and cognitive states require coordinated activation, i.e. the functional integration, of very large numbers of neurons within the distributed system of the cerebral cortex. Integration and segregation may be viewed, in some sense, as antagonistic principles. Functional segregation is consistent with the informationtheoretical idea that neurons attempt to extract specialized information from their inputs, eliminating redundancy and maximising information transfer. Segregation tends to favour the analysis of input dependent components, ultimately represented in the activation of dedicated sets of neurons. Functional integration, on the other hand, establishes statistical relationships (temporal correlations) between different and distant cell populations and cortical areas, leading to the generation of mutual information between brain regions. By creating these mutual dependencies, local neuronal specialization may be degraded. Both, functional segregation and integration (principally manifesting themselves in rate coding and temporal coding strategies respectively), can have causal efficacy within the brain, in that the integrated action of specialized neurons can exert specific causal effects on other neurons.
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The Binding Problem



Different processes in brain at any one time will be related to a greater extent to other processes occurring in differnt regions at the same time. Now the question arises How brain keeps track of and operates on these relations between diferent processes to integrate?. This unknown process is given a name called Binding Problem [14, 15]. The emergence of a unified cognitive movement relies on the coordination of scattered mosaics of functionally specialized regions. Although the mechanism of integration is still largely not known, the most plausible candidate is the formation of dynamic links mediated by synchrony over multiple frequency bands. Synchrony may represent a way in which information is encoded. The evidence from a number of researchers shows that action potentials in numerous neurons, simultaneously simulated in the cortex, exhibit synchronous firing fluctuations. This may suggest the way brain encodes information not just in firing rates of individual neurons, but also in patterns, in which group of 24



neurons work together. The formation of these dynamic links is mediated by phase synchronisation [16], which refers to the relation between the temporal structures of the neural signals regardless of signal amplitude.
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Self Organization and Brain



Recently, researchers are trying to view the pattern formation in the brain as a self-organization process. The essence of self-organization is that the system structure often appears without explicit pressure or involvement from outside the system. In other words, the constraints of form (i.e, organization) of interest to us are internal to the system, resulting from the interactions among the components and usually independent of the physical nature of those components. The organization can evolve in either time or space to maintain a stable form or show transient phenomena. The brain can be described as a nonlinear system with large scale interaction and a degree of weak coupling always existing among all neurons. Furthermore, the brain is not a static object; it changes through its interaction with the environment. The stimulus play an important role in pattern formation, because two stimulus are never identical and they have invariant properties. This uniqueness may be responsible for driving the system to form patterns [12]. There is also some neuroscientific evidence for self organized processes, such as the success of models using Hebbian learning and the various patterns and maps that emerge dynamically in the brain. For example, various models using self-organization have successfully reproduced patterns found in the visual cortex [17]. This concept is also corroborated by the thermodynamic principles which says that a system has a tendency to reach equilibrium, and in the process reduces the uncertainty (entropy) by pattern formation. These patterns are nothing but synchrony patterns, responsible for binding. When system encounters a stimulus, the entropy of the system increases, to retain back its state, it follows the process of pattern formation to decrease its entropy, thereby recognizing stimulus.



0.8



Summary



Boundaries of various disciplines diffuse and it becomes impossible to segregate and attribute a particular process or structure as the basis of any physio-psycho-cognitive phenomena. Therefore, in looking for roots of mem25



ory related processes one transcends all the boundaries whether it is cellular, molecular or genetic. So in principle, it will be wrong to seek to explain any phenomenon from a purely neural or cellular point of view. This is what we realized after going through the process of writing this report. However, after all the discussion, we are in a position to summarize the recent viewpoints about the neural basis of memory as follows: • Neurons are the basic structural units of Memory. • Major mechanism for memory related processes is believed to be the synaptic plasticity. • Neurons generate action potential through bio-chemical reactions. This is called neural firing. This firing depends on the stimulus. • These action potentials are transmitted from one neuron to the other through a cascade of bio-chemical reactions taking place at synaptic junctions. • Long term memory formation depends on protein synthesis which are controlled by various chemicals as well as genes. • Information is encoded in the firing pulses in various ways like rate encoding, temporal encoding (interspike interval) etc. • Brain has both functional segregation as well as integration. That is, functions are specialised over specific brain areas while their is temporal correlation among all these specialized areas irrespective of their locations. • There is a synchrony among various neural activities which gives rise to the unified cognition. However, it is not yet properly understood. • Self Organization is considered as one of the mechanisms by which pattern formation takes place in neural systems. ***
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